Tareth
‘The Sound of the Future’
Transcending the Body

Summer Retreat 2017

Friday July 28th to Sunday 30th
The Crystalline Grid of Earth is a beautiful doorway to
the awakening of our ‘Light Being’. The Glastonbury
Tones manifested in 1993 was the beginning of our work & released the Grail Crystal that we work with.
This is now entering a new phase preparing transmissions for our time that will become a key to create in
other crystals, an identical doorway to the Divine Source of Creation. During this process of

transmissions, you will not only witness the ‘Sound & Light’ manifesting from the Divine Source
to empower the crystals, ‘you will be helping to bring it into being’. At this retreat you will receive a

Crystal empowered by these transmissions as well as the Breath of Light, a healing gift from Tareth to
support your continued Spiritual Awakening. Each step you take makes a difference and is a service to life.
The keys to beginning this will be using the amazing sound transmission towards the end of the
manifested sounds in the ‘Great Pyramid of Giza’ along with the sounds manifested in Glastonbury at
‘Awakening the Sleeping Dragon’. You will be shown how to develop these transmissions within your life
and Tareth will initiate & teach you new techniques/processes of channelling this work, each process
having its own unique sound to use. Including:

Shamanic/Alchemic integrated practices – Body/Mind & Being in The Moment techniques
How to Communicate with your Soul Wisdom – Activating your Light Body Guidance
How to develop a Deeper Connection with Ascended Divine Consciousness

‘The Ceremony of Cups’
The Grail also represents the cup of life, the womb of creation & the journey within. This ceremony is
about the cup holding/releasing what’s no longer needed, to change things. Followed by the cup of
renewal, of clearing the way forward by creating new ways of being & feeling the Soul Family of Light.
This changes patterns, to live in the magic you really are and will enable you to channel enlightened
Divine Source to help both you & others.
This retreat will continue allowing for our light work to develop in many different places with a loving
community of Light & Healing. It is the Round Table of equality, available to everyone who wishes to work
with it. In different countries, each group will have a Grail Crystal so we will always be working together,
transcending both space & time. We want to develop, for those willing, your teaching ability in this work
to create new groups for healing & awakening.
Venue: Avalon Constitutional Club (Upstairs) 50 High St. Glastonbury BA6 9DX
Cost: Only £155 (£50 by end of may Early Bird Discount: £140 if paid in full by end of may
Starts: Friday 2pm Contact: Helen 01458 833929 Email: tarethlight@gmail.com
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